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another key element of sadoveanu's work is the topic of nature. the character of his novels regularly
involves the observation of both animals and the natural environment. the writer's insistence on the

primacy of nature is illustrated by his practice of recording and reflecting about his own personal
impressions. his first memoir was inspired by his teenage travels in transylvania, and he describes

the latter as far as the times of king solomon. while transylvania was a model of life for many
romantic novelists of the 19th century, sadoveanu sought to draw attention to the romanian
landscape with his novel zodia cancerului. his knowledge of the romanian countryside and its

historical aura also helped shape his vision of historical characters and subjects. the moldavian town
of râmnicu sărat and its images of solitude and sacredness, which inspired sadoveanu's soimii, are

depicted in his novel nicoara potcoava, while his knowledge of the carpathian mountains was
brought into his novels on transylvania. this is seen, for example, in his account of entering the turzii

de jos mountain and his encounter with a bear. sadoveanu's affiliation to the poporanist cultural
network can be seen in several facets of his work. he collaborated in the magazine
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